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A B S T R A C T

Lung cancer is often missed on chest radiographs, despite chest radiography typically being the
first imaging modality in the diagnosis pathway. We present a 46 year-old male with chest pain
referred for chest X-ray, and initial interpretation reported no abnormality within the patient's
lungs. The patient was discharged but returned 4 months later with persistent and worsening
symptoms. At this time, chest X-ray was again performed and revealed an enlarging left perihilar
mass with post-obstructive atelectasis in the left lower lobe. Follow-up chest computerized to-
mography scan confirmed lung cancer with post-obstructive atelectasis, and subsequent bron-
choscopy-assisted biopsy confirmed squamous cell carcinoma. Retrospective analysis of the ini-
tial chest radiograph, which had reported normal findings, was performed with Chest-CAD, a
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) cleared computer-assisted detection (CAD) software device
that analyzes chest radiograph studies using artificial intelligence. The device highlighted the
perihilar region of the left lung as suspicious. Additional information provided by artificial intelli-
gence software holds promise to prevent missed detection of lung cancer on chest radiographs.

1. Introduction
Lung cancer is the second most common type of cancer in both men and women, and the leading cause of cancer death, making up

almost 25% of all cancer deaths [1]. Chest radiography is typically the first imaging modality in the diagnosis pathway [2,3] and is
the most common diagnostic imaging examination performed in emergency departments [4–6]. Despite this, lung cancer is often
missed on chest radiographs [7–10]. Specifically, misdiagnosis on chest radiographs leads to approximately 90% of missed lung can-
cer cases [9,11]. Overall, missed lung cancer is a significant source of concern among physicians and an important medicolegal chal-
lenge [9,11].

The breadth of pathologies that can appear on chest radiographs is vast, and physicians play a crucial role in the visual detection
of these pathologies in order to effectively manage and treat patients. In particular, lung cancer is often missed on chest radiographs,
leading to delayed diagnosis and treatment. Lung cancer may not always appear on chest radiographs. When it is visible, lung cancer
can have a variable appearance on radiography. At earlier stages it often appears non-calcified and nodular in shape. Identification of
any new opacity with these characteristics should prompt a physician to recommend a computerized tomography (CT) scan for fur-
ther characterization. Early detection of malignant pulmonary nodules in patients has been shown to reduce lung cancer related mor-
tality by up to 20% [12]. In patients diagnosed with lung cancer, it is not unusual to discover chest abnormalities during retrospective
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observation of previous radiologic exams [9]. Factors that contribute to missed lung cancer on a chest X-ray include observer error,
tumor characteristics, and technical considerations [9].

Augmenting physicians with artificial intelligence tools has been shown to improve accuracy [12–15]. These tools improve detec-
tion accuracy by highlighting suspicious regions of interest (hereafter ROIs) in radiographs and other medical imaging modalities and
learn to do so by analyzing large volumes of data. As of August 2021, there were 126 artificial intelligence tools cleared by the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) for radiology, 31 of which were related to chest imaging and only 7 of which were for chest radiogra-
phy [16]. Imagen Technologies’ Chest-CAD is one such FDA-cleared tool - it identifies suspicious ROIs in chest radiographs and can be
used by physicians.

We present a case of missed lung cancer on chest radiograph and discuss potential opportunities for artificial intelligence to reduce
the likelihood of such a miss in the future.

2. Case presentation
A 46 year-old male presented to the emergency department at 2 a.m. with chest pain. The patient had no prior medical or surgical

history; 0.75 pack-year smoking history; and no history of alcohol abuse. There was no prior imaging for comparison. Physical exam
was non-contributory and within normal limits. As part of the patient's evaluation the patient received labs, which were within nor-
mal limits, as well as a 2-view chest X-ray (Fig. 1) obtained at 3 a.m. The radiology report (Fig. 2) did not identify an abnormality
within the patient's lungs.

The patient was discharged and returned 4 months later with persistent and worsening symptoms that included cough, chest pain,
and shortness of breath. A subsequent 2-view chest X-ray (Fig. 3) revealed an enlarging left perihilar mass with post-obstructive at-
electasis in the left lower lobe.

Fig. 1. Posterior-anterior (A) and lateral chest X-ray (B) demonstrating a subtle left infrahilar nodular opacity with a region of atelectasis in the left lower lung, best
seen on the frontal view.

Fig. 2. The radiology report for the initial chest X-ray, where the findings demonstrated in Fig. 1 are not described.
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Fig. 3. Posterior-anterior (A) and lateral chest X-ray (B) demonstrating an enlarging left perihilar mass with post-obstructive atelectasis in the left lower lobe when com-
pared to earlier chest X-ray taken 4 months prior.

A CT scan (Fig. 4) was performed that evening, within hours of the second chest X-ray, which confirmed lung cancer with post-
obstructive atelectasis.

Subsequent bronchoscopy-assisted biopsy confirmed squamous cell carcinoma. The patient was later treated with pneumonec-
tomy, chemotherapy, and radiation, but passed away within one year following this initial CT scan due to complications from this
lung cancer.

This case was retrospectively reviewed with Imagen's FDA-cleared software, Chest-CAD, based on an artificial intelligence algo-
rithm indicated for use in adult patients with chest radiographs. Chest-CAD uses deep learning, a branch of artificial intelligence that
learns from patterns in data, to analyze chest radiographs and identify suspicious ROIs in chest radiographs. The artificial intelligence
algorithms were trained with hundreds of thousands of studies annotated by multiple experts. Chest-CAD analysis identified suspi-
cious ROIs in the lungs (Fig. 5), with one ROI encompassing early lung cancer in the left lung. A heatmap (Fig. 6), which is an interme-
diate processing output of Chest-CAD and not shown to the end user, clearly focused on the known left infrahilar malignancy and
post-obstructive left lower lung atelectasis. A heatmap is not part of the output of the FDA cleared device and provided here for illus-
trative purposes.

3. Discussion
In this case report we demonstrate the promising results of applying Imagen Technologies’ Chest-CAD artificial intelligence tool to

the chest X-ray of a patient whose lung cancer was not initially detected by the radiologist.
Prior work has recognized the burden of missed lung cancer on chest radiography [7,9,17]. Indeed, early studies of the factors

leading to overlooked lung lesions date back to the middle of last century [18,19]. Despite extensive technological advancement, the
issue of missed lung lesions persists [7,9,17], and multiple factors including observer error can contribute to missed lung cancer on
chest X-rays [9–11]. A 19% miss rate was measured on identifying non-small cell lung cancer on chest radiographs [20], and radiolog-
ical examinations overall have a retrospective error rate of 30% [21].

Studies have shown that tumor detectability rate is strongly influenced by its location [9]. In particular, this case demonstrates the
challenge of identifying lung cancer in the hilar regions, which are known to be prone to missed lesions [9]. There is natural variabil-

Fig. 4. Two examples of the axial CT scan of the chest with differing window level and width to highlight soft tissue (A) and lungs (B) that reveal a left lower lobe mass
with post-obstructive atelectasis.
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Fig. 5. Posterior-Anterior (A) and lateral chest X-ray (B) demonstrating Chest-CAD output that identified suspicious ROIs in the lungs.

Fig. 6. Posterior-Anterior (A) and lateral chest X-ray (B) demonstrating why Chest-CAD identified the lungs as having suspicious ROIs. The heatmaps are focused on the
known left infrahilar malignancy and post-obstructive left lower lung atelectasis.

ity in the appearance of the normal hila, which leads to difficulty in discerning whether opacity in this region represents a true under-
lying pathology rather than variant anatomy. For example, Muhm et al. showed that 65% of the pulmonary lesions originating in the
hila or paratracheal regions were overlooked in a screening program [22].

There are other reasons that likely led to this misdiagnosis. The study was performed at 2am, and clinically important interpreta-
tion errors have been previously demonstrated to occur more frequently overnight compared with the day [23]. Imaging modality
context switching is also a concern. As opposed to an outpatient worklist focused on chest imaging, an emergency department work-
list typically involves switching frequently between modalities, patient ages, and anatomy regions. For example, an emergency de-
partment worklist may switch between a brain CT on an elderly patient with a fall, followed by a pediatric renal ultrasound, followed
by a chest radiograph on an adult patient with chest pain. Additionally, this patient lacked prior imaging for comparison. Finally,
physicians’ decision-making may also be affected by low probability bias. A 46 year-old with a nonspecific history of chest pain and
less than 1 pack-year of smoking history is unlikely to have lung cancer on their first available chest radiograph, and this low proba-
bility can bias a physician toward complacence.

We retrospectively analyzed this case with Chest-CAD, with the goal of assessing whether this device could have prevented the
missed lung cancer and whether it could aid physicians in the future on similar cases. Chest-CAD accurately detected and localized the
ROI that contained lung cancer on the initial chest radiographs, where the cancer was missed. Chest-CAD's findings demonstrated that
artificial intelligence tools have the potential to significantly improve diagnostic accuracy on chest radiographs; though broader stud-
ies are necessary to show that artificial intelligence tools can systematically improve radiologists' accuracy.

Access to artificial intelligence tools like Chest-CAD could have alerted the radiologist that there was a region within the patient's
lungs requiring more focused analysis. Radiologists have three tasks with every study: (1) identifying the salient findings when pre-
sent; (2) interpreting the findings for clinical importance and recommending next steps; and (3) communicating those findings to the
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clinical team. Artificial intelligence can be particularly helpful with the first task. A large component of the extensive medical training
a radiologist undergoes is related to learning as much as possible about pathologies, including their presentation on imaging and their
management; however, that knowledge cannot be used if those findings are missed. Radiologists and other physicians that regularly
interpret X-ray images need assistance in reducing perceptual error, but even with the use of artificial intelligence they still have a vi-
tal role to play in interpreting the value of the artificial intelligence findings for clinical importance and helping to determine next
steps for the patient.

4. Conclusion
Lung cancer is a challenging diagnosis on chest radiography. Chest radiographs are typically the first images obtained in a clinical

setting. Even though there are more advanced imaging modalities available for chest imaging (e.g., CT), patients generally will not
have an opportunity to undergo them if their initial chest radiograph is misdiagnosed. Therefore, correct identification of lung cancer
in chest X-rays assisted with artificial intelligence tools such as Chest-CAD can prevent delayed diagnosis and treatment. Furthermore,
although CT is the ideal imaging modality for detecting lung cancer, the US Preventative Task Force recommends annual screening
for lung cancer with LDCT in adults aged 50–80 years who have a 20 pack-year smoking history and currently smoke or have quit
within the past 15 years. Since this patient was 46 years-old and had a 0.75 pack-years smoking history, he would not have qualified
for routine low dose CT screening. An artificial intelligence tool such as Chest-CAD can be a vital assistant to chest radiograph inter-
pretation by increasing detection accuracy of disease, like the lung cancer presented here. Despite this promising example, further
studies are needed to determine if artificial intelligence tools can help reduce diagnostic errors and improve patient care.
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